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 Monday, October 15th  

Vocabulary: Enter the website http://genkienglish.net/picturebookhouse.htm. “Let’s build a house”. 

Read the story to a family member and write the vocabulary word. (Click on the corner of the page, 

read the story to a family member, look for vocabulary words about a house and write them in your 

notebook. Name 5 items more of house items, draw a picture to the word. You will need 12 words). 

 

 Tuesday, October  16th   

 

Reading:  Enter the website   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TE7MiXPiUug. Read and write. (Turn 

the volume down and read the story to a family member, TAKE YOUR TIME, then write 5 things they 

did around the house. Don’t forget to write the title of the story.) 

 

 Wednesday, October 17th  

 

Listening and Writing:  Enter the website. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2_pttMJd2w&pbjreload=10 . Listen to the story and answer the 

questions. Name the things that baby sister said no to. (Listen and follow the story and then answer 

the questions in your notebook. Please write the question and answer, draw a picture of your favorite 

part. Please use capital letters and correct punctuation “!  . ?  ,” --please use- She, The sister, or The 

baby sister. All sentences should be different.) 

 

Example:  1. The baby sister said, NO BOAT!  

 

 

 Thursday, October 18th  

Grammar:  Answer the questions in your notebook. (Write the question and sentences in your 

notebook using verb to be, present simple of routine, who and prepositions). 

Example:  1. My dad watches t.v   in the afternoon. 

             2.  I go to school at 8 o’clock in the morning.  

 

1. Who watches t.v in the afternoon? 
2. Who waters the plants in the morning?  
3. Who takes a bath in the evening? 
4. What time do you go to sleep? 
5. What time do you eat dinner? 
6. What is under your bed? 
7. What is in your closet? 
8. What is on your sofa? 
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